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Create illustrations, maps, logos, CD covers, animation objects, fine art,  and more with help from this full-color guide. Illustrator expert David Karlins’  clear, step-by-step instruction will help you quickly grasp—and easily  master—the fundamental and advanced features of this vector graphics tool.  You’ll also learn the techniques professional artists apply to their work in a  special “Behind the Scenes” section. Whether your goal is to create graphics for  professional or personal use, you’ll find what you need in How to Do  Everything with Illustrator CS.

	Understand Illustrator’s capabilities in drawing and design  
	Gain total control over lines, curves, fills, and color effects  
	Draw with objects, shapes, intersections, and cutting, and many other  techniques  
	Add and alter type, edit colors, sizes, fonts, and more  
	Use new, advanced tools for paragraph formatting  
	Master fills and effects—even integrate bitmap images  
	Work with layer, style, and action strategies  
	Venture into 3-D effects, warps, and envelopes  
	Manage Illustrator’s many color palette options for Web and print  
	Export to GIF, JPEG, PNG. SVG, PDF, and Flash files for Web use 
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Data Structures and Algorithms Using Visual Basic.NETCambridge University Press, 2005
The Visual Basic.NET (VB.NET) programming language is not usually associated
with the study of data structures and algorithms. The primary reason for
this must be because most university and college computer science departments
don’t consider VB.NET to be a “serious” programming language that
can be used to...
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CLR via C# (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2010

Dig deep and master the intricacies of the common language runtime (CLR) and the .NET Framework 4.0. Written by a highly regarded programming expert and consultant to the Microsoft® .NET team, this guide is ideal for developers building any kind of application-including Microsoft® ASP.NET, Windows® Forms, Microsoft® SQL...
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CMMI for Acquisition: Guidelines for Improving the Acquisition of Products and Services (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	CMMI® for Acquisition (CMMI-ACQ) describes best practices for the successful acquisition of products and services. Providing a practical framework for improving acquisition processes, CMMI-ACQ addresses the growing trend in business and government for organizations to purchase or outsource required products and...
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The Development and Treatment of Girlhood AggressionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
After decades of neglect, researchers have begun to focus attention on the development and outcomes of girlhood aggression. This comprehensive volume provides an account of some of the pioneering research in the field. Its central aims are to highlight current understanding, identify key components for preventing and treating the complex array of...
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High-Strength Concrete: A Practical GuideTaylor & Francis, 2008
This practical book from a highly experienced author presents clearly the means and methods for designing, producing and using high-strength concrete. High-strength concrete offers many benefits. Higher compressive strengths allow for a reduction in the cross-sectional dimensions of columns and walls in buildings. Its greater stiffness allows for...
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Stylin' with CSS: A Designer's GuideNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Thanks to CSS, the days of using tables to position on-screen Web content are  finally over. Now, instead of trying to fit square pegs into round holes,  designers can use CSS to bring a page layout sensibility to their Web  designs-if, that is, they have this practical guide to show them how! Veteran  Web designer Charles Wyke-Smith uses sites...
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